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Question Paper Consists of Part-A and Part-B 
Answering the question in Part-A is Compulsory, 
Four Questions should be answered from Part-B 

 

PART – A (6 X 2 =12Marks) 
 

1.  a) Explain the boasted finish and Furrow finishing of rocks.    (2M) 

 b) Briefly describe about Fiber reinforced plastic.     (2M) 

 c) List out the various laboratory tests for cement.     (2M) 

 d) Define the terms Spandril and Springing points.     (2M) 

 e) What is meant by scaffolding and where it is used?     (2M) 

       f) Define the terms porosity and bulk density with formulas.    (2M) 

 PART – B (4 X 12 =48Marks) 
 

 

2. a) Describe the Hoffman’s kiln procedure for manufacturing of bricks with neat diagram.  (6M) 

b) What are the characteristics required for good tile.               (6M) 

 

3. a) Explain the various defects of timber due to fungi.               (6M) 

b) Neatly draw the sketches for section and elevation of English bond for 1 and 1½ brick    

    thickness.          (6M) 

 

4. a) What are the various types of Lime according to IS specifications?             (6M) 

b) What is the setting time of cement and what are the factors affecting it?            (6M) 

 

5. a) Draw the neat sketch of King post truss and explain where it is used with advantages.(6M) 

b) Write a short note on prefabricated roofs and its advantages.                         (6M) 

 

6. a) What are the causes and remedies of dampness? List out the damp-proofing materials.(6M) 

b) How will you paint the old surfaces of wood and explain the necessity of painting the  

    surfaces.           (6M) 
 

7. a) What are the factors which influence the choosing of coarse aggregate while making concrete   

          and explain?                    (6M) 

b) What is meant by bulking of sand and how you will find the percentage of bulking explain in    

   detail.                     (6M) 
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